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Volume CXIII, Issue 6 TRADITION AND EXCELLENCE SINCE 1883 Friday, October 4, 1996
Attack on
College Ave.
AARON RUPERT
College of Wooster students
Molly Ewing '97 and Aaron Hemry
'97 were assaulted while walking
north on College Avenue last Sat-
urday around 1 1 p.m. Neither of
them sustained serious injuries from
the two attackers, who escaped and
have not been apprehended.
According to Hemry, he and
Ewing had just turned onto Col-
lege from Bowman when they no-ticedl- wo
men walking behind them.
"They were acting drunk," said
Hemry, "and they were saying that
they were going to fight each other."
At this point, one of the men
passed Ewing and Hemry, who then
decided to cross the street to put
some distance between them and.
the unknown men.
Ewing and Hemry continued
walking, and the strange men were
walking in the street. Suddenly,
one of them ran up the Hemry and
attempted to grab him. Hemry
then grabbed the assailant and tried
to reason with him.
Meanwhile, the other man had
moved in for .the attack. That's
when I got punched in the side of
the head," Hemry said. One assail-
ant knocked Ewing to the ground
and bit her as the other kicked Hemry .
As Ewing and Hemry got up, they
were sprayed with what Hemry de-
scribed as "pepper spray or mace."
"At this point," said Hemry, "I
guess the attackers ran off."
Ewing and Hemry ran to the near-
est house, whose resident drove
them to Wooster Community Hos-
pital. Neither of them sustained seri-
ous injuries nor were robbed of any
possessions. "I don't think there was
any rational motivation behind it,"
said Hemry.
Hemry described one attacker as
58 to 5' 10 with blond hair and a
scruffy goatee. Hemry believed
the man must have been in his late
teens or early twenties.
Hemry stated this random attack
will not deter them from further
walks. VI think the answer is not to
be scared of walking outside at
night, because that gives the attacker
some kind of credibility," he said.
The Wooster Police department
is handling the case. Director of
Security Joe Kirk stated that he had
heard of the incident on Wednes-
day and that he would be discuss-
ing the attack with Dean of Student
Ken Plusquellec to see if a campus
alert is warranted.
Peaceful student coup interrupts SGA
AARON VEITH
Members of K.O.A.L.A., a loose
organization of students with fund-
ing complaints, upstaged the SGA
meeting this week, on Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in Lowry 1 19, by taking
control of the meeting for a short
time to voice their concerns.
K.O.A.L.A. was formed by stu-
dents who united in response to com-
plaints regarding the funding pro-
cess and SGA'sseeming inability to
accomplish very much. The
K.O.A.L.A. manifesto is printed on
page 5 of this issue of the Voice, and
concerns issues brought out in last
week's funding meeting.
About 40 members of K.O.A.L.A.
filed into Lowry 1 19, where they
interrupted the scheduled SGA
meeting. The pounding gavel of
parliamentarian Chris Comito '97
met K.O.A.L.A., and Comito loudly
declared, "Sorry, you're out of or-
der." The spokesman for
K.O.A.L.A., Thomas Teper "97, then
read the group's manifesto, which
was broadcast live by WCWS. Af-
ter passing out copies of the mani-
festo, the group left and soended the
"peaceful coup" of SGA.
Teper said- - that the students as-
sembled "were tired of SGA seem-
ing to do things in a less than satis-
factory way." He hoped SGA,
"would take some of what we say to
heart." Brian Prusha '98 said that he
participated in the coup "to end my
own apathy as well as the College's."
After K.O.A.L.A. left, SGA con-
tinued its meeting unfazed and con-
sidered the group's requests at the
end of the meeting" Senator Jim
Pruce '98 said that "it seems like a
lot of the students are willing to
jump on the bandwagon and criti
Cooling the
DAWN PACKER
Cooling the Flames is a fund-raisin- g
dinner planned for Saturday,
Oct. 12. Since January 1990, eighty
churches (mostly Southern, rural and
historically black or multiracial)
have been firebombed. burned or
otherwise vandalized. One such
church in Tennessee (three are cur-
rently being researched before a fi-
nal decision is reached) will receive
the proceeds gained from Cooling
the Flames, and the same church
will be aided by students partici-
pating in Wooster Volunteer
Network's alternative spring
break.
The dinner, will .be. held at
cize us" and challenged the student
body to "step up to the plate and get
involved." ,
Senator Laura Markely '99 pro-
posed having an educational event
about SGA in Lowry pit and Trea-
surer Sarah Kruse '99 said that she
was willing to talk to groups denied
funding. Penrod thought that an
open forum involving SGA and the
student body might be helpful, but
Markely warned that without con-
trol, such a forum could "turn into a
screaming match."
Penrod said that after inviting the
student body to such a forum, "hope-
fully students will follow through,"
and he suggested that SGA write an
article for the Voice to "formulate
what we've done here." Senator
Greg Boettner '99 proposed a motion
to form a committee to increase the
funds SGA receives from the trustees
to a "fair and decent amount."
Senator Norm Hirschy 00 asked
if K.O.A.L.A. should be recognized
in SGA records. Comito responded
that "they were out of order and
should have done it the right way."
Penrod added that "by recognizing
the coup, we would encourage future
organizations to become disorderly."
The second highlight of the
evening was when Director of Se-
curity Joe Kirk answered student
concerns about parking, security of-
ficers at parties and the Wooster
police department. Vice President
Amer Malik '97 said that the "first
concern was the College parking,"
which he called "ridiculous." Kirk
assured SGA that "we have not given
out more permits than parking
spaces"; the reason for most of the
parking problems is that visitors il-
legally park in student lots. Also, he
noted that there are students without
Flames heats up to restore churches
Westminster Church House's
Mackey Hall in two shifts, one from
5 to 6 p.m., the next from 6 to 7 p.m.
Admission is $10 for adults and $3
for College students. Since local
churches are underwriting the cost
of the food itself, all money from
ticket sales will go directly to the
church selected.
The Office of Campus Ministries
and the Office of Black Student
Affairs have joined with
Westminster Presbyterian Church
in this effort that Libby Howe "97
credits to Westminster's Rev.
Carroll Meyer. Howe, a member
of the coordinating committee,
sees the dinner as a "good way to
get the church working with the
M Mu
Thomas Teper '97 reads K.O.A.L.A's demands
parking permits who park illegally.
Senator Sarah Weimann '99 asked
Kirk if he had "considered denying
first-ye- ar parking privileges." to
which he responded no. Kirk also
pointed out that he did not foresee
the creation of more parking space.
Malik then addressed the issue of
campus security at parties. He said
that he thought party assistants
"should be able to restrict underage
drinking" but that when security
officers come to parties, they "ruin
the whole thing." Kirk said that the
aim of security was "not to go in
there and bust the party" or "to spoil
the fun." He defined the aim of secu-
rity as that of touching base with party
organizers, maintaining a safe envi-
ronment and stopping unruly indi-
viduals from spoiling parties.
Kirk also added that "if there was
no disturbance, I would not know."
He also said that it was better for
security to deal with drunken stu-
dents than for those students to get
campus.
Howe also pointed out that the
dinner is just the beginning: plan-
ning has already begun for a year-
long series of events dedicated to
the understanding and protection of
African-America- n churches.
Charles Kammer, professor of reli-
gious studies, has been invited to
prepare a speech or panel discus-
sion concerning "black theology and
the history of the African-America- n
church." Interfaith Council will hold
a pit discussion centering on reli-
gious tolerance, or the lack thereof.
A Cooli ng the Flames display on the
art wall in Lowry Center is planned
for February, Black History Month.
For Howe, Cooling the Flames is
photo by Brie Bakken
picked up the Wooster Police De-
partment or to cause trouble on the
campus or in town.
Finally, the issue of Wooster po-
lice involvement on campus was
brought up. Malik said that a sup-
posedly increased potice involve-
ment on campus was not "a very
healthy environment." He said that
students had expressed concerns
about the presence of Wooster po-
lice on campus. Kirk assured him
that the College "generally does not
call them in" and that the College
tries "very hard not to get the-Woos- ter
Police Department in-
volved" in campus problems.
Kirk pointed out the importance of
the Wooster police in patrolling Beall
Avenue to keep non-colle- ge students
who may be intoxicated from causing
problems on campus. The Wooster
police are also investigating the van-
dalism which occurred in Bissman a
few weeks ago.
not only a positive volunteer ef-
fort but also a way to draw atten-
tion to similar tensions closer to
home, making students "conscious
of how the problems of racism
affect this campus" and thereby
encouraging them to act. "Hope-
fully." Howe said, "things can
change."
Tickets for the Cooling the Flames
dinner will be on sale at the Lowry
front desk throughout Fall Break,
and a table in Lowry on Oct. 9 will
be the last opportunity to secure
seats. Anyone with questions or
an interest in other related events
should contact Libby Howe
(x4()l5) or Emily Durway '97
(x4I85).
VA Spring Breakproject
CARLYE BURCHETT
One way to spend Spring Break having a good
time and helping others is through Wooster
Volunteer Network's alternative break. For one
week during Spring Breaka group of about 12
students travels to various locales to volunteer
their energy on learning, helping, and having
fun. It's a good chance for students to do that
''fomroufMty service hat they want wdo&utjust '
don't have the time for daring the school yu-.- , 3
- In thepast, al lemati ve breaks have taken piace
in Homestead, Florida, and on the border be-
tween Texas and Mexico. This year. VWN will
send two groups of twelve students, each with
two student leaders, one to Tennessee to help
rebuild a burnt church and another to a program
on the border ofTexas and Mexico. "Puentes de
Cristo". to learn about border issues.
The costs of S 1 00 to $200 per person covers a
week of food and lodging (most of that in
sleeping bags in churches). The trip has several
potential sponsors, including the Of Fce ofCam-
pus Ministries and VWN. It is associated with
Break Away, a national alternative break con-
nection, which hooked up WVN with some of
the trips. VWN has been a member of Break
Away for two years.
Emily Durway "97, co-ch- air of the program.
- - - -
News
Environmental History continues the Forum
RACHEL POPE
The September 30 forum. -- Between Fear
and Hope: An Environmental History of the
Next Fifty Years." started shakily with
speaker Bill McKibben's mumbled jokes
and muttered umms, but then soared, faster
than it ever fell, into an enlightened and
humbling lecture on the current environ-
mental crisis.
McKibben. a 1982 graduate of Harvard
and former writer for the New Yorker, is the
author of The End ofNature, a book which
earned him a position alongside esteemed
environmental writers such as Rachel Carson
and John Muir. He is also the author of The
Age of Missing Information, and Hope. Hu-
man and Wild. McKibben told the audience
' that he wanted to end on the message of hope
espoused in the latter text, but first he would
have to take them through something un-
pleasant: fear. The fear he addressed was his
own concern about the changes the world
will undergo in the near future.
McKibben's speech rested on two pre-
mises. The First was that the environmental
crisis is larger and more urgent than people
are given to thinking. The second was that a
semblance of the environment as we know it
will not and cannot be preserved unless there
arc some profound changes in human behav-
ior.
McKibben began by saying that the world
has been inundated with predictions of an
environmental crisis in the near future Then
he asked the audience to look at the global
climate. He pointed out that last year was the
hottest year on record.- - with temperatures
matching predictions for the early stages of
the greenhouse effect "This is not a future
threat." he said. "This is a baseline reality."
According to McKibben. the next Fifty years
are going to see, among other things, soil
erosion, rising sea levels, animal- - and plant-lif- e
extinction, the excessive production of
carbon dioxide and peaks in population. He
added that at the end of Fifty years, these
"peaks" still may nol have plateaued. Here,
McKibben implied that fear for the future
needs to be met and the problems of the
environment overhauled.
He believes there are two types of environ-
mental problems. The First type is caused by
something going wrong. In this case, people
should Fix what is not working properly. The
second type of problem occurs when the phy si--
has participated in alternative breaks before. She
said of BorderLinks, a program similar to
Puentes de Cristo, that the program has several
goals, which include "learning, getting educated
about border issues, getting experience in prac-
tical living, and working hands-o- n a water sys-
tem." She has been involved for three years
because "of my interest in border issues."
One past participant is Linda Bardu, the math-matkioert- er
coordinator at the. College. She
went on foe alternative, break. 4o Homestead,
Florida w t995, to rebuafd bouses destroyed by
Hurricane Andrew. She said they "did a lot of
painting. Some kitchen cupboards, some mold-
ing on floorboards, but mostly painting." She
added, though, that "it wasn't all work. Some-
times we would work to get Finished early," and
then they went to the Everglades, and once to
Key Largo for snorkeling. She said she enjoyed
it because it gave her a chance to do volunteer
work which she does not have time for during
the academic year.
Bardu said also that reminded her to be toler-
ant of others (especially tripmates!) and gave
her the chance to "learn to appreciate what you
have; not all people are as economically
advantaged as we are."
Anyone interested in alternative breaks should
contact VWN at x2563.
Classifieds
Wanted!!!!
Individuals. Student Organizations and Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION S LEADER. INTER-CAMPU- S PROGRAMS
http:www.icpl.com L800"327'60
EASY JOB
$25.00 per hr. and only work for 10 min. each fir.! Callers must MUST
be able to speak to large groups of H.S. students (100 people for 10 min.). have own
transportation, and be responsible. Jf interested, call Nino 1-800-4- 72-7501
T-
- HELP WANTED
MenWomen can earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boardselectronic components
at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in our local area.
Call 1-520-- 680-7891 EXT. C200
cal world cannot adjust to a growth rate. It
does not matter if the amount of gas-guzzli- ng
cars is cut in half if the population
doubles. Likewise, it does not matter if
people increasingly use energy-savin- g light
bulbs if they continue to increase their con-
sumption of light bulbs. Environmental im-
provements are easily tempered by social
expansion, and unfortunately, McKibben
says, "we've locked ourselves into the
growth paradigm."
For too long people have been headed
down the great road of progress. A new road
is necessary, but this calls for big changes in
human behavior. Perhaps, McKibben said,
we should even Find a-ne- w metaphor.
McKibben's suggestion can be summarized
in one word: "maturity ."The world has grown
enough; it is time to recognize that bigger
does not always mean better, that there are
limits within this world, and that the applica-
tion of self-- restraint need not lead to a well of
discontent. In fact, McKibben pointed to a
survey that showed more Americans were
content in 1956 than are now, despite the
enormous increase in the standard of living.
He hopes that the world will learn to value
permanence and stability in things rather than
October 4, 1996
growth and improvement. The economic, hi-
erarchical lens through which the world is
currently viewed needs to be replaced by an
environmental lens which will focus all deci-
sions towards the goal of stability. If this
occurs. McKibben suggested that not only
will the environment improve, but people will
be more satisfied. After --all, doesn't . society
respect mature adults as people who have
found peace, an equilibrium?
McKibben concluded that if his premises
were correct, they would undoubtedly be the
focus of the next round of scholars. Although
"we're past the point of solving things," he
suggested that there is "still time for people to
limit the amount of damage, especially if they
realize that the world's problems are not ex-
clusively environmental, but also concern
people's ideas about who they are and what
they want.
During the question and answer period.
McKibben backed Clinton for president, al-
though he has been a disappointment to envi-
ronmentalists on several occasions. Dole, how-
ever, has repeatedly gotten a zero ranking
from conservationists. McKibben warned that
"politicians are only good at leading us ih the
direction we want to grow."
You would --like
t o create -'--v.
v-'-
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Macintosh. liore versatile than ever.
We don't know what you're thinking. Thafs why we make Macintosh"
computers so versatile. With word processing, to help you express
yourself. With cxitting-ed- ge multimedia, to help you create. And easy
Internet access, to help you explore. So how do you get started? Just
visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac!
leave your mark
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Congress connects to
ALLEN WARD
Congressman Ralph Regula (R-O- H)
was the guest of the Wooster
Political Science Club on Thursday.
Regula represents Ohio's Ibth Dis-
trict which includes Wayne. Stark.
Holmes, and Ashland Counties.
He began his career as an edu-
cator and served on the State Board
of Education. He moved on to be-- ci
miu a stale representali e and sena-
tor before his election to (he U.S.
House of Representatives. He has
-.-iv-
cd 12 terms in the House and
serves in various important posi-
tions in the U.S. government, in-
cluding a senior member of the
Appropriations Committee and
Chair of the Interior Sub-Committe- e.
He serves on the Speaker's Task
Notes from the
First-ye- ar Students Invited to Nominate Teachers
First-ye- ar students are reminded to participate in the second annual
Excellence in Teaching award program by nominating a secondary
school teacher who has played a meaningful role in the student's
preparation for college. The nomination deadline is Friday, October
18. A faculty committee (Anne Gates. Education; David Wilkin,
French; Peter Pozefsky. History; Dale Seeds, Theatre; and Shila Garg,
Physics) will select award winners who will be honored at the College's
.
Recognition Banquet an February . t f f-- ' ' "fFfrsPyear stutJerrfVHrjbld-lkn- d theifrrrlfnil?u1ifs'gem?r with &
short supporting statement to the Of fice of the Vice President for
""Academic Affairs.
Copeland Fund available for Senior I.S. work
Hayden Schilling, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs,
reminds seniors that Henry J. Copeland Fund for Independent Study is
:
again available for the 1 99697 academic year. The fund provides up to
$45,000 to support senior Independent Study projects. Seniors are
encouraged to submit proposals for funding that will enhance their I.S.
projects in significant ways. These would include: support to travel to '
major libraries, art galleries, museums: support to interview important
figures in a student's major field of study: support to develop appro- -
priate research tools such as questionnaires: support for registration at
a major conference specific to one's I.S. topic; support to purchase
supplies and small items of equipment, with the understanding that
these become the property of the College; and to support other efforts
central to the senior project.
Announcement sheets and application forms are being sent to all ."
seniors. Applications should be sent directly toProfessor Heather Fuz
Gibbon (Sociology and Anthropology), chair of the Copeland Fund
Committee, by either of two deadline dates: October 1 1 or November
8. In addition to Professor Fitz Gibbon, the Copeland Fund Committee
consists of Professors Jack Gallagher (Music), John Lindner (Physics),
and Sharon Shelly (French)
n
PomrrfC 601120 MH1I6MB SAM
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Force on the Environment, the Ap-
propriations Transportation and
Commerce Sub-Committ- ee. He is
also the Chairman of the Older
Americans and Steel Caucuses.
Regula began his presentation by
informing the group of his ongoing
attempt to have the Erie Canal be-
tween Cleveland and Zoar declared
a historical .one. The House has
just passed a bill which may create
several such ones: the Senate is
currently debating this bill. Regula
commented that the law making pro-
cess includes a lot of "give and take"
among members. He added that the
major divisions are often along re-
gional rather than party lines; for
example, on the recently passed bud-g- el
, the 37 votes against it included
both the very conservative and very
Dean s office
.
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liberal. He commented that public
officials often take certain stances
during election years to improve their
standings with the electorate, noting
President Clinton's recent passage of
the welfare reform bill as an example.
Regula's next point of discus-- '
sion was the diminishment of politi-
cal parties in recent years. " In
today's world." he said, "political
parties don't have the power they
once did." He also commented on
the emergence of lobbying groups
such as the Christian Coalition.
ProChoice Group, and ProLife.
When he entered political life, these
groups did not exist, "but as parlies
have diminished, more and more
groups have risen to take theirplace."
Regula questioned whether these
groups accurately represented the
Mumme lectures on Buddhist peace
JAMIE MA PES
On Wednesday, the Lay Acad-
emy of Religion sponsored the fourth
in a series of lectures on different
religions approaches to peace. This
lecture focused on the Buddhist ap-
proach and was presented by Pro-
fessor Patricia Mumme of Capitol
-- tni6rsity.
..
Mumme focused on three main
points: the message for peace, how
Buddhists meet the challenges of
peace and their efforts for peace.
Before delving into these points,
though. Mumme gave the crowd the
Buddhist definition of peace as "'the
absence of all types of conflict, both
personal and interpersonal."
She then went on toexplain that to
reach peace one must realize there is
no such thing as self, saying "ego is
an illusion, a logical error."" In order
to find absolute peace, according to
Mumme. one must lose one's sense
of self.
Loss of ego is the first step on the
road to enlightenment which leads
to inner peace. " I he next step is to
realize that we are ail intercon- -
nected." Mumme said. ""Everyone is
attached to everyone else: therefore
true peace can --not be attained until
there is no longer suffering."
Mumme explained that suffering
is the opposite of peace to the Bud
Save $100
when
Monday
Free
Af&Compr, Inc. All right rarrt'ed Afpk, t Afplt kga,
opinions of their members. He re-
ported that the groups send out
questionnaires: they base their sup-
port on the candidates' answers, and
"if you don" t answer you get a check
again! you. an "F. I guess."" The
problem is that questionnaires are
precise while bills are not.- - In many
cases the groups are narrowly de-
fined, he commented. In addition,
many groups leaders do not accu-
rately represent the wants and needs
of their membership. He cited the
strict NEA endorsement of Demo-
crats, saying. '"This is a case of an
organization' "s leaders). ..using their
members" views as they see lit."
During the question and answer
session that followed Regula's pre-
sentation, students brought several
topics to his attention. When asked
dhists. Suffering is due to failed
attempts to satisfy cravings: in order
to obtain absolute peace, one must
learn to not crave anything and to
live simply.
Another aspect of peace is recog-nizingan- d
eliminating the three poi-
sons of greed, hatred or fear and
delusion or confusion. "The three
.', V9W mm'k.pf sqCferirtg,
and conflict," said Mumme. "The
presence of a poison breeds more
poison, which affects self and soci-
ety."
Greed, according to Mumme. has
. eroded both Asian and Christian re-
ligions, being the root of commer-
cialism. ""Greed is a never-endin- g
desire for more and more." said
Mumme. and quoted American phi-
losopher Eric Hopper: "you can't
have enough of what you don't need
to make you happy."
Mumme also pointed out that
greed can manifest itself in many
other forms, including that of com-
petition. "People see competition as
a virtue, they are infected with a
need to win for oneself, which is
contrary lo the 'Buddhist beliefs that
say to have sympathy lor the suffer-
ing of others and to have joy in the
accomplishment of others."
With the Buddhist belief in inter-
connection of people, peace cannot
occur until people stop try ing to win
on an Apple printer
you buy a Mac
Computer Sales
203 Taylor Hall
330-263-2- 252
through Friday l-5- pm
one year Apple warranty.
AfpltCm. LarrVnttr. Mac, MaanKmk. Prrfanma. PtmrrBoot. Potrr
to speak on campaign finance re-
form, he replied that Political Ac-
tion Committee contributions should
be restricted, remarking that he ac-
cepted no PAC money. He said thai
at least one-hal- f of toiul contribu-
tions should be required to come
from the candidate's home district
and that more tax deductions should
be allowed lor contributions. .
On the subect of term limits
Regula staled that "even, candidate
has a term limit ... it is two years ...
I believe that our s stem is such lhat
ihe people have the ... right to de-
cide." He predicted that if term
limits were enacted, the p-Mes-s- ionul
stalls ii the govern. ei
'"would run the world." He con-
cluded lhat "in time voters in OTiio
will repeal term limits."
things for themselves and instead
focuson others. Once again. Mumme
returned to the approach that one
must lose their sense of self in order
to achieve true peace.
To illustrate her point. Mumme
told a story of a volunteer organiza-
tion in Sri Lanka. Sarvodaya
Sramadana. This organisation buids
..oadjs and wpr.ks.on other things that
need to be done in small villages.
Once, a two mile road needed to be
built to connect a v illage to the main
route. Sarvodaya Sramadana rallied
volunteers of diverse groups' and
built the road in three Sundays'us-
ing a borrowed elephant as the only
machinery.
Mumme pointed out that the vil-
lage could have applied for a grant
from the government and Ihe road
could have been hu i It in a day by
government workers, but then the
people would not have had theexpe-rienc- e
of building it. The founder of
Saravodaya Sramadana. A.T.
Ariyarame. said "'we build the road
and the road builds us. " He was
referring to the sense f friendship,
accomplishment "and
interconnectedness that each volun-
teer acquired. Mumme compared
this to the Christian based Habitat
for Humanity, saying "by voluntar-
ily giv ing of labor, one can realize
enlightenment."
Htt& StyitWto art rtfolnid tmdtmirti of
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Wooster Insight
Voting is your responsibility
As citicns of the United Stales, we tend to take for granted many of the
perks that come with living in a democracy. On a daily basis, we don't
usually worry about our rights to speak and worship freely or the fact that
msl of us-liv- e in relative security. As students at a college like Wooster.
we lake for granted our right to higher education and the freedom to pursue
the carec of our ow n choice alter we are graduated from here. Wc also do
not take advantage of one of the most basic rights a democracy offers: the
right to v te. Although I (X) percent of Americans benefit from the right of
democracy, loo many choose not to take advantage of the right to vole.
College students in particular are notorious for chiHising not to bother.
Government, at many level-.- , operates in your life and provides a support
w hich allows you to live that life the way you want to. Taking a few minutes
to help ensure that the people who work for that government are people you
trust with your life seems to us to be lime well spent. Write your county
Board of elections, notify them of y our home and college addresses, and
request an absentee ballot form. It's not just your right, it's your responsi-
bility.
Coping with overwhelming
stress
Many of you upperclassmen know that this is one of the most difficult
times of the semester. The routine isn't new anymore, the days are short
and cold, and there's no end in sight. Fall break helps to a degree, but a long
weekend isn't even going to be enough for you to catch up. It's not
surprising, then, that you're cranky .and it seems like everyone is upset and
stressed. Don't worry. There is help available, if you feel you can not deal
w ith the stress alone. College affiliated clergy, professors, and advisors all
are willing to listen and help with planning academic and personal choices.
If things seem a little overw helming, please make use of the professionals
on campus who are trained to help students get through this difficult time.
Hy geia has some very good counselors who are here to deal with everything
from victims of sexual assault to homesickness to pre-graduati- on stress.
You can get a hold of them at ext. 2319 (263-231- 9 off campus) during
normal business hours, and. of course, someone is available 24 hours a day.
Take care of yourselves, and have a relaxing Fall Break.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Letters
Morse disturbed by "incompetence" in SGA coverage
I am writing this letter in response
to two separate articles published in
last weeVsr Voice by Aaron- - Rupert
and Laurie Fields. In my four years
at Wooster. I have grown accus-
tomed to several things that seem to
happen every year. For example,
there is the administration's annual
tuition increase that averages twice
the current inflation rate. There is
the controversy that arises over the
College's budget that is kept so se-
cret, one would think it is a matter of
national security. The Student Gov-
ernment Association has some type
of scandal and the Voice publishes
several articles that have biased, ir-
responsibly citied information that
is either incorrect or taken out of
context. This style of reporting
can only be described by one word:
incompetence.
Let me begin by stating to Ms.
Fields that I am appalled that she
was upset that SGA stopped to take
a minute to assure that its members
fully understood how the meeting
should be run. I'm sorry that SGA
thought it appropriate to make sure
that Senators understood that they
could ask questions of the groups,
and that they could raise and lower
the amount of money to be allo-
cated. As for your comments about
sitting through a long meeting, if
you don't like it. then I would sug-
gest that your organization attempt
to find funds from another place
which would leave more money for
other organizations or programs ( 1 i ke
race relations which WAS
underfunded).
Mr. Rupert. I feel that it would
have been responsible for you to
have at least asked members of the
Funding Allocation Committee why
they recommended the amounts that
they did (as well as getting the
committee's name right). Secondly,
the SGA budget is not a secret. At
the funding meeting every Senator
was given a complete list of groups
requesting funding, what the money
would be used for and what FAC
recommended be allocated. In addi-
tion, those amounts were read to the
entire Senate and observers. I know
that the Voice had a reporter there.
Why didn't those amounts get re-
corded? I can not comment on the
SGA Treasurer or President had in-
dicated that the budget was a secret.
Any elected body will have prob-
lems. That is a reality in any democ-
racy. If either Mr. Rupert or Ms.
Fields are so concerned about lead-
ership on this campus then may I
suggest that you both stopcomplain-in- g
about leadership and start pro-
viding some! My I also remind the
Editorial Board that it was only
last semester that the Voice came
groveling to SGA and Campus
Council for additional funds be-
cause of poor and irresponsible
financial management on the
editor's part. So, personally speak-
ing, I feel that for the Voice to
print editorials on irresponsible
SGA funding would be like the pot
calling the kettle black. But I had
better no say that, some members
of the Voice and the SGA cabinet
.
might think I'm a racist.
Jim Morse '97
SGA Senator
Quote of the Week
"The Women from WOO
; ; who Uve in a sto
'Wooster Scots vill STOMP on
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Subtle racism is still racism Womanness defined
Student stillfinds racism in this "PC" world Rites teaches lessons for all
Racism. It happens. We've all
witnessed it on some scale. Most of
us have been trained to recognize
and loathe it. ..the men in the white
hoods, the ignorant motorists yell- -
i n g
Julie Oliverio "nigger
as they
drive by., the drunken fightpickers.
Unfortunately, we have, not been
taught to recognie and denounce
racism that is evidenced in more
subtle, more affecting manners, like
stonewalls at organizational fund-
ing meetings. I am noticing more
often that these are the ways in
which people channel their racist
energies these
days, and I find
it almost more
disturbing than
the blatant
place to seat them really is in the
back by the kitchen, and that this
happens every time I get there. My
rose-color- ed glasses were broken
this week when I arrived at work to
find the place empty but for two
tables, one containing two elderly
women, the other an African-America- n
couple. The women were seated
in the middle of the room, by a large
window. The African-America- ns
were seated...Yes, by the kitchen
door in the back.
I was extremely angry. I asked
my manager if patrons were permit-
ted to scat themselves when busi-
ness was slow, hoping against hope
I'm sure ifJ looked it up, I wouldn 't be able to
find a clause anywhere in the employee manual
that said it was policy to always seat African-America- ns
and other minorities in the back. .
One place I
have especially noticed this lately is
my place of employment, which I
choose to keep confidential in the
interest of not losing my job. Over
three weeks now I have observed the
extreme "whiteness" of the estab-
lishment. Few African-America- ns
or international people eat there, and
those that do are continually seated
in the same two booths each time.'
These booths, I might add, are lo-
cated in the very back of the room,
one by each service door. I have
tried to convince myself that it is all
just a strange coincidence. Maybe
the place really is completely full
when these African-America- n fami-
lies and couples arrive, or the only
that they were sitting in the back
because that's where they wanted
to be. Needless to say, I was wrong.
My manager informed me that she
seated all patrons of this restaurant
all the time. My heart sank. Soon
after, both parties left and I went
to clear their tables. The table that
had seated the elderly women was
practically cleaned', 'all the dirty-dishe- s
were gone, all the napkins
and plates and extra cups', the only
things remaining were two coffee
cups. This was not the case for the
African-America- n party's table.
There were six glasses (for two
people), several dirty plates includ-
ing salad from the beginning of the
meal, and several dirty napkins, all
of which indicated to me that little
attention was paid to their table by
the server. I was pleased to note,
though, that there was also no tip
from the African American couple,
a protest I thought quite deserved,
although my manager would dis-
agree. She promptly complained
that all African Americans were
bad tippers. Possibly, is that be-
cause they get no service in this
restaurant?
I'm sure if I looked it up, I wouldn't
be able to find a clause anywhere in
the employee manual that said it
was policy to always seat African- -
Americans and other
m i norities in the back.
I'm also certain that
the hostess doesn't
consider hersel fa rac-
ist person, and would
be shocked to learn
that she was. This leads me to exam-in- e
myself, and look for ways in
which I too could be exhibiting rac-
ist attitudes and actions, unknow-
ingly. I too find myself not ap- -.
proaching friends of mine because I
am uncomfortable with where they
are sitting in Lowry, or because
they are in a group enjoying them-
selves and I am different. I think,
everyone could use a little self-analys- is
in that department. We might all
find that we need to make some
changes of our own.
Julie Oliverio co-edi- ts the
Viewpoints section of the Voice
October 2, 1996 marked the first
meeting for Images, a program that
is mainly target towards helping first- -
Henrietta Menzies
Mariama Whyte
year black women adjust to college
life. The Female Rites of Passage
(FROP), which is the main sub-progra- m
under Images, functions as an
educational and social program, as
well as spiritually healing support
group for women of color.
The speaker who addressed the
group was Monica Badget. the co-coordina- tor
of the FROP program at
Wilberforce University in
Wilberforce, Ohio. One of the key
issues that Badget discussed was the
importance of developing our
womanness. At a time when we, as
black women are depicted in this
society as being materialistic, too
"bitchy" or too sassy, she assured us
that we donl have to be stuck in
these stereotypes that society has
created for us. The "loose" black
woman we see in the latest dance
video, or the model laid out in all
designer fashions, with gold neck-
lace's arourtd'her rteck, does not de-
fine all black women. What we
learned on Wednesday night was to
appreciate that we are beautiful from
the inside out. We don't have to
define our blackness by what we
have or what society says that we
need. By encouraging each other,
recognizing and accepting our own
strengths and weaknesses, along
with loving ourselves, we will be
able to combat these stereotypes and
redefine our sense of worth.
Badget emphasized that
womanness is attainable by recog-
nizing our innate, social, and spiri-
tual connections to each other.
Embracing each other with a hug,
sharing our common experiences as
black women, or giving words of
inspiration when we sense that it is
needed, allow s us to affirm our con-
nections, and express our
womanness. We must also realize
that our diversity connects u be
cause we learn from ourdifference:.
We, as members of Rites, feel that
developing our womanness and our
understanding of our diversity con-
tributes to the uplift of humanity.
Although we know that it would
take years to accomplish, we be-
lieve that it is possible to breakdown
the cultural barriers within and
amongst groups by beginning to
commun icate through our shared ex-
periences as well as our differences.
Maybe then we can stop believing
all the images we see and hear from
the media, our own friends, and fami-
lies. Going through the introduc-
tion to the Female Rites of Passage
has taught us that it is our responsi-
bility as black women as well as
humans to embrace each other as
people.
Henrietta Menzies is a
columnist for the Voice.
Mariama Whyte co-edi- ts the
Viewpoints section of the Voice.
Civil Disobedience at Wooster: The K.O.A.L.A. Manifesto
Presentedat the October 2nd SGA
meeting by Tom Teper and over 40
members of K.O.A.L.A.
We, the members of the loosely
aligned K.O.A.L.A. movement,
hereby briefly seize control of the
College of Wooster' s Student Gov-
ernment Association meeting of Oc-
tober 2, 1 996. This peaceful coup, a
purely symbolic act of civil disobe-
dience, is intended to illustrate that
quite a few members of the campus
community are tired of the continu-
ing exploits of our illustrious Stu-
dent Government Association in
their tireless efforts at doing what
appears to be very little.
We feel that a significant part of
student political apathy on campus
is based on a general feeling that
SGA is a demographically limited
body that inconsistently allocates
arbitrary amounts of funding to van--ou- s
campus associations in compli-
ance with the senators' personal bi-
ases and whims.
We believe that SGA, our popu-
larly elected representative body on
campus, needs to find a way to once
again assert itself as an effective
governing body rather than con-
tinuing to allocate its funds and
thereafter take a backseat to Cam-
pus Council.
As solutions
to our above
mentioned ob-servati- ons
about the Stu-
dent Govern-
ment Associa-
tion and the
funding pro
cess, we offer
the following solutions:
1
. SGA should form a committee
to review the past year's funding
prior to allocating the present year's
budget; thus, SGA will keep further
mismanagement of funds in check.
2. SGA needs to thoroughly ex
plain how to properly submit fund-
ing proposals to avoid complaints
about inappropriately submitted pro-
posals.
3. SGA needs to split up budget
meetings as it isour belief that inor- -
This peaceful coup, a purely symbolic act ofcivil
disobedience, is intended to illustrate that quite a
few members of the campus community are tired of
the continuing exploits of our illustrious Student
Government Association in their tireless efforts at
doing what appears to be very little.
dinately long meetings tend to breed
unproductivity and attitudes that
encourage dissenters to acquiesce
to more vocal opinions.
4. SGA needs to make budget
meetings more interactive with the
student body and less secretive, i.e.,
why are we not permitted to see the
requested amounts and the FAC rec-
ommendations?
5. SGA needs to provide organi-
zations who are denied funding a
written explanation as to why their
request was denied. These organi-
zations have no
way to improve
their requests
without a basis
for comparison.
6. As demand
clearly indi-
cates, the pow-
ers that be need
to provide SGA
with increased funds to more ad-
equately redistribute wealth to the
student body.
7. Finally, not all the fault lies
with SGA. We need a sharp in
crease in the amount of student
awareness and activism to avoid
further neglect and abuse.
Inclosing, we respectfully request
that: (a) the College of Wooster's
Student Government Association
take our common sense suggestions
for reform to heart, (b) the College
of Wooster's Student Government
Association place an article in the
first post-brea- k issue of the Voice in
order to illustrate what they are do-
ing to rectify K.O.A.L.A.'s com-
plaints. Finally, we demand that,
both in compliance with the
College's Code of Social Responsi-
bility and contrary to reports ema-
nating from organization represen-
tatives at the last funding meeting.
Student Government Association
representatives, regardless of per-
sonal bias or political position, show
respect for all student organization
representatives from this point on.
Koalition of Associations Lob-
bying Against SGA
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Exciting adventures
MICHAEL DIPAOLO
- If you were in downtow n Wooster
last week, you may have noticed
signs directing your attention to N.
Market Street, try ing to get you to
come to a bookfair. I asked myself,
what's so special about a bookfair?
I figured there would be all of the
typical fiction, nonfiction. romance,
cookbool s. mysteries, etc.. but re-
ally, w hy would a poor college stu-
dent want tospend what little money
he has left on more books after pur-
chasing those wonderful bargain-price- d
hardbacks from Flo O.? It's
not that I don't like books; don't get
me wrong. It's just that I'm one of
those people who never say that the
book is better than the movie be-
cause, well. I never read the book.
Teachers were always telling me
that books are marvelous tools, al-
lowing me to use my imagination to
be anyone, anywhere. any time. But
I never got into books like that, and
so I figured, what better place to
learn to appreciate books than a
bookfair?
Off to the booksale I went, ex-
pecting to find the stereotypical
bookfair. one w ith crowded, musty
rooms oppressively filled with stacks
ofyellow ed. spineless hardbacks and
shredded paperbacks. This was not
trie case. At this sale, each book was
clean and in excellent condition.
There were books dealing with di-
verse topics from the History of
Wayne County Football 1 889-- 1 980.
to history books from the turn of the .
century, to children's math books. I
saw one of these math books used as
entertainment for a youngster at the
sale with his mom. picking some
books out for his daddy. It seemed
like there was something to satisfy
everyone who showed up, and ev- -
A tent grows
KATIE EVVTNG
RYAN NIEMEYER
MELISSA SCLLAC
MATT PILACHOWSKI
JASON LICHNIAK
How many of you walked into
Lowry last Wednesday and saw a
two-ma- n tent in the middle of the
lobby? How many of you wondered
why that tent was there in the first
place? If you even gave it a second-glance- ,
our psychology experiment
worked. You followed the rules of
"social norms." and some of you
even went so far as to break them.
This whole crazy idea started a
week earlier when our Social Psy-
chology class was assigned the job
of creating and carrying out an ex-
periment. The five of us immedi-
ately knew what we were going to
do we were going to block off the
ma 1 1 room for two days, forcing the
student body to use the entrance on
I rn Vj,
A lucky child discovers how much
ery interest imaginable was repre-
sented.
The people came from all over
Wayne County. I saw children of all
ages, school tykes running around
with books full of geniesand ghosts,
climbing through the cardboard '
jungles underneath the folding
tables. A little blond-haire- d boy
skipped as he wandered excitedly
back to his mother with a book
tucked snugly beneath his arm.
Later. I would see him on his tip-
toes, reaching across the table as he
shyly handed the cashier money for
his new book. Nearby, college stu-
dents looked through psych, anthro,
and English stacks, hoping against
in Lowry: psychologists
the side of the building near Holden
Hall. We were proud of our idea.
We had hoped to break a "script"
and create a new learned behavior.
Psychologically speaking,a"script"
is a behavior which you do without
thinking about it. One example of a
"script" is immediately walking to
the right, once entering Lowry, to
check your mailbox, en tf-yo- u
know the box was empty ten min-
utes ago or the post office is closed."
The learned behavior would be forc-
ing the student body to use an alter-
native route to the mailroom.
First thing after class, our group
marched on over to Lowry Center
Director Bob Rodda's office with
excitement. Rodda was even a little
excited; excited, that is, until he real-
ized all the hazards such a plan would
cause. Hazards?! Oh ... we hadn't
thought about the fact that it could be
a problem if there were to be a fire!
We hadn't even thought about the
amongst the piles of books
fun books can be.
hope for that extra book to help with
the dreaded IS. Many elderly people
paid a visit to the bookfair, brows-
ing through the heaping stacks hop-
ing to find a reminder of yesteryear.
Needless to say. they came. They
searched. They bought: They knew
that they were supporting an excel-
lent cause.
As I discovered, the AAUW.
American Association of Univer-
sity Women, annually puts on this
affair to support their scholarship
fund. Each year, this fund awards
$10,000 to a women whose college
education was postponed or delayed
due to extenuating circumstances.
Therefore, recipients would be con
poor workers at the post office and
the front desk, forced to take the brunt
of everyone's frustration upon realiz-
ing they could not access the mailroom.
We went back to the drawing board .
. . and we came up with the experi-
ment that the entire student body was
unknowingly a part of.
A pari of psychology is ethics,
and one of the largesLethical con-
siderations of a psychological ex-
periment is that the subjects must
give their informed consent. In or-
der to do the experiement properly,
however, we had to use deception,
and that included not informing the
student body or asking it for its con-
sent
The tent was set up for two hours.
During the first half hour there was
no noise coming out of the tent and
no researchers near it. During the
second half hour, the only change
was that one of the researchers would
periodically look into the tent and
photo by Melinda Forrest
sidered nontraditional students in
most college communities. The
profits slay within Wayne County,
aiding those local women who want
to continue their education.
These wonderful women have
been organizing this event since the
1950s, but the bookfair has only
become an annual event in the past
fifteen years. Under the direction of
Judy Bonk, the AAUW bookfair
has become extremely successful,
grossing between $12,000 and
$ 1 3,000 a year. The women of the
AAUW begin collecting books,
CDs. cassettes, and videos early in
January each Saturday from 10 a.m.
to noon, working at the warehouse
explain themselves
see if anyone else would follow.
After all, no one wants to be the first
to acknowledge something strange,
' yet often, someone will do jusflhat
if he sees someone else do it first.
The third half hour, we put two of
the researchers into the tent and
played music; no researcher looked
"into the tent. For the fourth half
hour, the two researchers stayed in
the tent playing music and another
" researcher looked into the tent from
time to time.
Many people wondered aloud why
the tent was in Lowry. Some people
just assumed it belonged to the mili-
tary; others felt it must be for Parent's
Weekend; many passerbys asked
what organization we were trying to
raise money for. We had wondered
who would be more likely to'look
into the tent, males or females. The
fact that a female student climbed
into the tent and carried on a conver-
sation with the two researchers for a
on the corner of Palmer and Bow-
man. Donations are accepted from
the Wayne County community and
any interested philanthropists.
These books are then meticulously
cleaned and checked for abuse be-
fore they are allowed to be sold to
the public. The AAUW realizes that
quality of selection and the attrac-
tiveness of the books is what keeps
the bookfair so successful.
If you are patient in browsing
throughout the huge cache, and you
have a decent knowledge of books,
you could find a real catch or two.
Some of the books donated are val u-a- ble
and important. Local, and
sometimes even national, book col-
lectors frequent the tables of the
AAUW bookfair hoping to find a
keeper to add to their collection.
After seeing these faded pages filled
with anyplace I've ever wanted to
go, and anything I've wanted to see,
do, or taste, I saw for the first time
what people see in books. They are so
much more personal than computers
or TV. and they are always there,
never needing to be turned off.
Late September next year, as the
leaves of Wooster begin to turn to
deep reds, golds and browns, turn a
new leaf over and help out the
women who run this great organiza-
tion. (OK, I admit it. That was bad,
but it kind of goes along with that
whole fallleavespages, doesn't it?)
It's nice to know that your money is
going to a worthy cause and that you
might even get to see the fruits ofyour
sacrifice, since the money goes to a
deserving woman in Wayne County.
If you are interested in helping with
the bookfair or simply would like
more information dealing with the
AAUW, don't hesitate to call Judy
Bonk at (330) 345-569- 7.
half hour, throws the female popu-
lation far ahead in the realm of being
more willing to break social norms
than the men; however, more men
briefly stopped by and carried on
conversations. Furthermore, based
on the researchers' judgments of
who looked into the tent, the major-
ity consisted of first-yea- rs or friends
of the researchers.
We felt that experiment went well.
We discovered that people will break
social norms if they see someone
"else doing it. We wanted to thank
the campus for not kick i ng the people
in the tent and for, well, being curi-
ous enough to break social norms.
We wanted to give the student body
the respect it deserves by explaining
ourselves. If you have questions,
feel your ethics were violated, or
want additional information, we urge
you to contact Dr. Susan Clayton of
the Psychology Department.
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Bill McKibben: Waxing eloquently at Wooster
SOHIL N. PAREKH
Author of The End ofNature. The
Age of Missing Information, and
Hope, Human and Wild Bill
McKibben was the third speaker of
the 1996 Forum Series at The Col-
lege of Wooster. For some apa-
thetic members of the Wooster com-
munity, he was just another Forum
speaker they had to I isten to and tal k
or write about in their classes. For .
others, in the words of Rush
Limbaugh, he was just another "en-
vironmentalist wacko." For those
among us who have read his books
and come to embrace his ideas. Bill
McKibben's visit was an important
event that we hope will fuel grow-
ing en vironmental concerns on cam-
pus.
In his 1995 book. Hope, Human
and Wild, Bill McKibben journeys
from his home in the Adirondack
mountains to the Brazilian city of
Curitiba. and Kerala, a state in In-
dia, in search of hope for Earth,
hope that the environmental dam-
age we have brought upon Earth
"can be limited and contained dur-
ing the next few crucial decades,
and hope that we can in some mea-
sure recover." In his travels, he has
The sound
KARL ROBILLARD
I discovered something incred-
ible when I walked into Lowry the
other day. Instead of merely racing
to the lunch line to claim my spot
among the hungry students, I stopped
just inside the double doors to listen
to all the sounds. Streams of people
were lining up on the spiral stair-
case, yelling, shrieking, and laugh-
ing; music was blaring from the
front desk radio; feet were stomping
heavily as they descended the stairs;
chords of chaotic noise were echo-
ing throughout the lobby. The noise
escalated every minute that more
people streamed through the doors,
and amid the swirling confusion
of Lowry at lunch, I realized for
the first time that I lived in an
atmosphere similar to an insane asy-
lum.
As college students, however.
GOOD
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found evidence that there are less
harmful ways to lead happy and
satisfying human lives and that our
obsession with economic growth and
material wealth is not the only way.
He admits, however, that "for those
concerned about the environment,
this is a strange season of waiting, a
hard time for hope." In his. book,
McKibben quotes Vice President
Al Gore as saying, "we are in an
unusual predicament as
aglobalcivilization. The Billmaximum that is politi-
cally feasible, even the for less
maximum that is politi-
cally
hoursimaginable right on thisnow, still falls short of
the minimum that is sci-
entifically and ecologically neces-
sary."
McKibben's visit to campus in-
cluded a Tuesday morning meeting
with five First Year Seminar sec-
tions in Scovel 105. He was joined
by David Kline, an Amish farmer
from Holmes County and a former
columnist for The Daily Record.
McKibben spent a large part of
Monday on Kline's farm before
speaking to the Wooster commu-
nity at McGaw that evening.
Prompted by questions from semi
of silence:
"these noises art part of Our daily-lives- ,
and we train our eyes and ears
to ignore them, allowing our minds
to remain, for the most part, sane.
The honks and jeers of locals pass-
ing by in their souped-u- p Fords,
fully equipped with shattering bass,
purple neon lights, and ogling faces
dangling precariously out of the
windows, do not even provoke a
double take. Our senses, callous
from the cacaphony that surroonds
every moment of our lives, quickly
adjust themselves to this alterna-
tive lifestyle, for we are surrounded
by 1 ,750 garrulous, energetic coLr
lege students who roam the side-
walks and buildings of our bustling
campus.
At the Wooster Friends meeting
last Sunday, a Quaker worship ser-
vice, the only noises were the sput-
tering sounds of a power generator,
and the soft, rhythmic breathing of
the dozen or so worshippers.- - An
antithesis to everyday commotion,
the stillness at the Friends meeting
was enough to instantly unnerve me.
My late arrival to the 10:45 a.m.
service did not alleviate my tension
Experienced typist with
wordprocessorand laserjet
printer available to type
andor proofread term pa-
pers, senior thesis, etc.
Reasonable rates. Call
Felicia at (330) 364-457- 8.
nar students and professors,
McKibben and Kline discussed en-
vironmental issues ranging from the
disadvantages of no-ti- ll farming in
the United States and the decreasing
per-capi- ta availability of food across
the world to the reaction of farmers
to the introduction of KFC outlets in
India. McKibben remarked on the
interconnectedness of environmen-
tal problems, saying that coming to
McKibben may have been in Wooster
than 48 hours, but in those few
he has touched the lives of many
campus and in the community.
terms with them was like "unravel-
ing a sweater if you pull at a
single thread, it gradually unravels
the entire thing." He also added that
while we are used to thinking that
the problems of cities can't be
solved, something like "building a
good bus system is just a matter of
political will. You can do anything
that was done in Curitiba in any city
in the United States if you have the
will to stand up to vested interests."
Several students asked Kline and
McKibben questions related to
a Quaker
in entering uncharted spiritual terri- - .
tory. but neither did the still and
quiet of the meeting room in the
basement of Westminster church
house. As I walked into the rustic
gathering place, I realized that in
my hasty attempts to groom myself
that morning I had forgotten to zip
the fly of my corduroys. I franti-
cally searched the room for a seat
that would not disturb the quiet peace
enveloping the spiritual community;
while inconspicuously trying to zip
rrjy open fly. To my dismay, there
was no back pew or isolated corner
in which to hide myself. At the
Friends gathering place, there are
nopewsorcornersatall. Except for
turning around and bolting out the
door, my only option was to seat
myself on one of the couches and
chairs that formed an intimate spiri-
tual circle.
My tardy entrance, clumsy and
obnoxious as it was, provoked little
response from the silent group of
middle to elderly aged adults, so I
sat for a few moments, waiting for
someone to say something. Any-
thing. I waited and waited, and still
nothing was said. I stared at my
shoes, wishing that I could get up
and run away. The silence was
getting to me. The familiar sounds
of passing cars, clacking keyboards,
ranting professors and chattering stu-
dents were all gone. Only the mur-
murs of breath, inhaling and exhaling
from the motionless people, were signs
to me I was still among the living.
Minutes went by and still I sat,
bringing about changes in people's
attitudes. Hope, Human and Wild
provides answers to these ques-
tions. McKibben writes, "a com-
munity that makes environmental
sense would not have all the things
that we have today. Its stores
would have far fewer items, and
far more of them would be locally
made. Entertainment would have
to be more homegrown, too: spare
cash for CDs and books
and videos and base-
ball tickets would
dwindle. The highest-tec- h
medical care
would simply prove in-
supportable over time.
Electricity would come
- from local sources and be used
more sparingly. Cars would grow
steadily rarer, and buses and bi-
cycles more common. It would be
poorer. " However, he argues that
a materially poorer life will "not
necessarily be more disease-ridde- n
or ignorant or patriarchal or
intolerant ... it could be sweet,
too." Our instinct to consume for
centuries past has taken "the
economy of material desire as far
as (it can." McKibben insists,
"Now we have the chance to back
Friends meeting
feeling. my body temperature rise,,
biting my tongue inside my mouth,
and wiping the beads of sweat from
my clammy hands. Suddenly, the
electronic beep of my watch cut
through the stillness of the air, in-
forming me and the other worship-
pers that fifteen minutes had gone
by. Still, no response from the stoi-
cal Friends. As time crept by, my
racing mind began to unwind, and
my stiffjoints began to relax. Rather
than focusing on the tips of my shoes,
my eyes began to grow hazy, and
the thick yellow fibers of the carpet
turned into a sea of whirling shades
of yellow and brown. Transfixed by
the stillness and mesmerized by the
sounds ofmy own breathing, I felt the
tension of the past rigorous academic
week seep out from every pore in my
body. As they say in the jargon of
Friends, I unconsciously experi-
enced the process of centering
down, or moving from external
attentiveness to internal, spiritual
awareness.
Although a Quaker worship con-
sists mostly of silence, occasionally
a Friend may be driven to speak, in
which case they will vocalize what-
ever dialogue comes to mind. At
last Sunday's meeting, with the ex-
ception of my beeping watch, the
first noise I heard was the soothing
voice ofa meditating elderly woman,
softly cooing the words of a letter
she received from a hospitalized
friend. Then silence returned to the
room, and the worship continued,
allowing the spirit to reinvest itself
up to say that we will take our
satisfaction not from the pelt of
the beaver and what it will buy.
but from the slap of beaver tail on
the water and from the swamp
maples turning red in mid-Augu- st
around the edge of beaver ponds."
Bill McKibben may have been
in Wooster for less than 48 hours,
but in those few hours he has touched
the lives of many on this campus
and in the community. The ideas
that he wrote about in Hope, Human
and Wildi and the thoughts he -- expressed
here are neither radical nor
revolutionary; they do, however,
involve a change in our attitudes.
Stories of places like Kerala and
Curitiba give us the hope that
McKibben believes in so fervently,
a hope that is best expressed in the
last few words of his book: "Herein
the Appalachians, on some not-too-dist- ant
day, I will wake up and drink
a glass of fresh milk from a
neighbor's small dairy; that night I
will hear a pack of wolves howling
from Buck Hill. And it will raise the
hairon my arms, and fill me up with
hope. Not hope that everything will
be fine everything isn't going to
be fine. But hope that the sky is
brightening a little in the East."
in the expectant participants.
After approximately one hour, the
silence was finally broken by a col-
lective shifting of body parts, and as
if some sign flashed across the room,
the worshippers began to speak.
Recognizing me as a guest member,
they immediately extended a warm
welcome, and expressed their thanks
for joining them in worship. For my
benefit, a brief introduction of all
the members followed the silent
"sermon", as well as a short mono-
logue of any exciting or unusual
events that were occurring in the
members' weekly lives. With no
further ado, the food for a post-worshippotlu- ck
lunch was brought
out in front of everyone's feasting
eyes; and the formal meeting of
Quaker friends was officially over.
Despite repeated attempts to try
and coax me to stay for lunch, I
refused, anxiously awaiting my fa-
vorite meal of the week at Lowry:
Sunday Brunch. As I walked out of
the Westminster church house,
thankful that my atrophied muscles
were still working, I felt I had washed
away the dilemmas of my hectic
life, and my mind felt fresh and new
again. Of all the churches I have
been to in Wooster, and of all the
sermons I have tentatively absorbed,
I felt I learned the most frcm the
silence at the Quaker Meeting. In
waiting patiently, listening to noth-
ing but the whispering of my own
breathing, I found a tranquil peace
like nothing I have felt before, in the
sounds of spiritual silence.
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Mediocre
Southern
harmony
in The
Gathering
Field
Debut album
"Lost in
America" closely
imitates thetoo
nice Gin
Blossoms
ALLE PARKER
Some friends of mine and I have
(his really weird way of talking about
hands. We'vcdevekpedwhatiscalled
the Gin Blossoms scale and we rate
hands on it from one to 10. A hand
rated number one sounds exactly like
the Gin B lossoms. and in fact the only
number one we've ever given out has
been to those Southern masters of
harmony themselves. On the other
hand, a band rating a 1 0 sounds abso
lutely nothing like the Gin Blossoms.
Bands vt, hich hav c recci ved 1 0s would
include The Boredoms, Laika, and
Tricky. Utilitizing this scale. Blind
Melon would be a three, Metallica
would get a seven or an eight, and.
Blues Traveler a five.
That brings us to The Gathering
Field. They are a new outfit which
have just released it's debut album,
"Lost In A menca." on A&M Records.
Unfortunately. The Gathering Field
would have to gamer a two on the Gin
Blossoms scale. It is almost as if The
Gathering Field grew with a single
goal in life, to be the Gin Blossoms.
The songwriting on "Lost In
America" tries to capture that laid-bac- k.
Southern feeling while still
maintaining a melodic structure.
Acoustic guitars strum here and there
against softer electric melodies. Bass
and percussion fills in the rest, provid-
ing the best musicianship on the al-
bum. Though they are by no means
legendary. Ray De fade's drum fills
do the best' job of capturing the feel
that The Gathering Field seems to be
striving for. Just when-the- y hit. though,
the vocals come hack in and that kind
of ruins any attempt at musical talent.
Now I'll he the first to admit that
Bill Deasy has a nice voice. It's not
stellar: it's not earth-shatterin- g: it's
just. well. nice. It has that soft. I'm-going-lo-whispcr-harmo- ny-lo-
you
please see GIN BLOSSOMS
WANNABES, page 9
Solid covers
R.E.M., Madonna
RYAN MURREY '
Ask anyone who's ever been in
j a hand with me to tell you what
j weaknesses I have, he or she will
; instantly tell you two things: my
' lyrics all revolve around had rela-
tionships w ith the opposite sex and
that 1 have an incredibly cheesy
fondness for covers. In fact, one
.of my goals before I graduate (he-sid- es
finishing that
I.S. thing) is to cover have
"You Make Me Feel
Like a Natural covers.
Woman" by Carole graduate
King. is to
Not only do I enjoy Naturalplaying covers, hut I
like listening to them,
too. For this reason. I bought the
second Sweet Relief album, fea-
turing the songs of Vic Chesnutt.
Now a tribute album of Vic
Chesnutt would he cool enough,
no matter who was playing the
songs, for Chesnutt has a presensc
in his songs that even the worst
and cheesy cover hand could ex-
tract, hut on this album, some of
the best bandsartists (with one
notcablc exception) who are still
recording these days contribute
some real gems.
The album starts put with Gar-
bage playing a souped up and
danccable redition of Kick My Ass,
then moves into R.E.M. playing a
feedback drenched "Sponge." I
should say here that Michael Stipe
is responsible for "discovering"
Vic Chesnutt. who. like Stipe, is
an Athens. Ga. native. Stipe
thought so much of Chesnutt that
he even produced his first two al-
bums, and in this moody version
of "Sponge", recorded in a drcss- -
an incredibly cheesyfondness for
In fact, one ofmy goals before I(besides finishing that I.S. thing)
cover "You Make Me Feel Like a
Woman" by Carole King.
ing room before one of R.E.M. 's
shows, you can feel Stipe's con-
nection to Chesnutt each time he
mumbles just above the inaudibil-
ity level "Love, it is a sponge."
And then we unfortunally get to
the album's truly low point. ..and I
need just one word to precisely
describe "Gravity of the Situa-
tion." and that word is Hootie.
I'm not going to saylhing more
about that one. It would be too
easy.
So. naturally, you would think
that it would be pretty .easy . to . truths, arc. expressed, hpth soni-follow'- up
riooti'e. I'm afraid how- -' cally andmusically'.
Havn, Midler arid Keaton keep
fluff alive in Tlie First Wives Club
NAT MISSILDINE --' ;
. Joining the ranks of "Steel Mag-
nolias, Tried Green Tomaloesand
Thelma and Louise", "The First
.Wives Club" is one of those movies --
that loo many men are quick to label
a"chick flick." This classification ,
doesn't fit for the recent release di-rec- ted
by Hugh Wilson. Men and
women can come together on "The
First Wives Club", and concur unani-- "
mously that what we have here is a '
bad film.
.
No need to --divide this '
picture across gender lines, it can be
an equally unpleasant film experi-- ;
ence for both parties. . .". '
This is unfortunate,' almost as
unfortunate as the use of the mi-- '
sogynistic and limiting category of --
"chick flick", because there have been ''
some momentous films branded with
this name. Take Tbelma and Louise"
for instance-- an intelligent script, pow-
erful performances and a kind ofstory '
that Hollywood had never told. It
presented a female-drive-n story en-
lightening for both sexes. The First .
Wives Club", however, is full of un- - !
funny fluff. '. ' :
The film's first problem is the fact
that the stars are running the show.
on Sweet Relief album
and others sing Vic Chestnutt tunes
Let's get something straight here
before I go on. As much as Holly- -'
wood has warped us to think other-- "
' wise,' actors and actresses are not :
the most vital part of a film. .They
bear no more importance to a film
than the writing, editing, lighting or --
sound. They are tools the same as a .
camera or a backdrop. :' : . ; - v "
r The American public ignores ev-- ;
erything that goes on behind the --ca- mera
and has always had a lop-
sided love affair with the stars.' The"?
First Wives Club"suffers from this
star-iti- s and collaspes under the
.
crushing superstardom of Goldie U
Hawn, Bette Midler and 'Diane --..
.
Keaton, who all seem to treat the
' firm like it4 abrief publicity spot on --
Oprah. Their presence isn't as won-
derful as they think it should be and --
,
they're unable to carry the film.. I
The movie concerns three middle- - ".
aged women, all friends from col- -'
lege who now live in Manhattan.
After the death of one of their, col- -
lege friends, they're reunited and
discover thai each has since divorced
her husband. To heal their wounds
they each decide to get revenge on .
their' respective ex-husban- ds,
who've resumed relationships with
ever, that Soul Asylum doesn't do
too good of a job. Trying to recap-
ture the faux emotion of "Run-
away Train." Asylum's attempt of
"Why I Ran Off and Left Her" just
comes off as incredibly annoying
and fake.
The next song, however is
ceratinly a diamond in the rough.
Dog's Eye View does a remark-
able job with "Dodge." It's a gritty
song. solomnely
acoustic, with
Chesnutt's remorsing
lyric of "my own dear
mother wouldn't rec-
ognize me," in one of
the verses, and "I
think it's time for me
to get the f out of
Dodge" in a broken falsetto at the
end of the chorus. It's simple and
elegant, capturing the exact spirit
of what Chesnutt tries to say musi-
cally and lyrically.
And that's only the first half of
the album. Smashing Pumpkins.
Live and Madonna are also fea-
tured here, along with Cracker and
the Indigo Girls. Rarely does a
tribute album live up to its poten-
tial, hut with the second of the
Sweet Relief albums, featuring the
songs of Vic Chesnutt. some real
younger women. ; i. -- -.
Only one of the characters is actu- -
- ally an over-the-hi- ll actress (Goldie
.
Hawn in a real stretch of a role). So,
- through no feat of her own, she
manages to be somewhat convinc-
ing. Keaton and Midler however
. struggle' to come off as housewives
The three aged Hollywood starlets
seem to have fun ranting about ex-h- us
bands, younger women and losing
weight'. It begins to feel like a Holly-
wood gripe session, and the audience
isn't let in on the jokes. , -
The process of divorce and deal-
ing with ex's surely isn't easy for
anyone but wouldn't it be nice if
every woman in the country could
be a wealthy Manhattaner on the
Upper East side and could spend
thousands of dollars exacting re-
venge on her ex? Watching Goldie
and her ex-husba- nd fight over who
should have possession' of the red
Lamborghini may be glamorously
funny Hollywood comedy, but I'm
guessing- - it's not the sort of thing
that most Americans who have been
through a divorce would identify
with or find terribly cute. Leave it to
Hollywood to make divorce a light,
giddy party. - -J
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A Night of
Clarinet
and Piano
SALLYTHELEN
Ease your way back into the col-
lege scene alter fall break with a
night of inspirational music by clari-
netist James Pcronc and pianist
Victoria Harris at theScheide's Gault
Recital Hall on Friday. October 1 1.
The evening's program will offer
a diversity of pieces including
"Deuxieme Sonale" by -- Francois
Devienne. "Premiere Rhapsodic" by
Claude Debussy. "Solo de
Concours" by Jules Mouguet. two
pieces for Clarinet and Piano by
Paquito D'Rivera. "Fantasie
Mauresque" by F. Combelle.
"Sicilienne" By Pierre Lantier.
"Scaramouche" by Darius Mi lhaud,
"Krazy Kapers" by Donald Parker
and "Sax-Doddl- e" by Rudy
Wiedoefl.
As a clarinetist and saxophonist,
Perone has been a member of the
Oxford Trio, East Buffalo Media
Association, the Sax Company,
S.E.M. Ensemble, the Buffalo New
Music Ensemble and the Madera
Wind Quartet. Currently principal
clarinetist with the Tuscarawas Phil-
harmonic, he has performed as a
soloist with numerous musical en-
sembles, including the Ars Nova
Chamber Musicians and the Buf-
falo Philharmonic Orchestra.
Along with his extensive perfor-
mance schedule, Perone is the mu-
sic department chairat Mount Union
College in Alliance. Originally from
Columbus, he has been a member of
the Mount Union faculty since 1 994.
please see PETONE AND
HARRIS TO PLAY SCHEIDE.
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SKYEMfcVE!
College of
Wooster students
special pricing:
Static LI::. : $115.00
Tandem: $135.0,
Accelerated Frccfall: $250
No appointment or deposit
required
CM : I- - ' V72,'tDIVL (34.J3)
23 i ,r,i;tes from campus just
c.TRL 585
Greater Akron ,
Skydivers, Inc. L.
graduate of Capital Uni-
versity. Perone received his master
of fine arts degree in clarinet perfor
Under the
AARON RUPERT
MICHELE TURKO
Jocks with white T-shir- ts, 70-year-- old
grandfathers, and retro-tee- ns
with tie-dy- ed skirts gathered upon
Cleveland's Gund Arena last Satur-
day, Sept. 28th, to enjoy the melodi-
ous sounds of the Dave Matthews
Band and Soul Coughing. Between
the Iwo writers, we had very differ-entopinionsofcertainaspec- tsof
the
concert, yet we both agreed that it
kicked tuchass.
Between us, we have totally di-
vergent opinions on the Soul Cough-
ing experience. I (Michele) loved
Soul Coughing. Dave Matthews
himselfcame out to introduce them.
Not many people know of them yet,
but they have one pop single that has
been given decent air time. Soul
Coughing is an all male band with a
sound that . reminds me of Rage
Against the Machine crossed with
311, both of which I like. They
played a 10 song set, that didn't
inspire dance, but heads were nod-
ding along with the heavy bass lines.
The lyrics were pretty solid and the
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
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Gin
Blossoms
wannabes
continued from page 8
appeal, and yet it doesn't sound thin or
forced. The lyrics, however, are a
different story.
Check out some of these poetic
gems. In "Bound To Be." Deasy
seems slightly miffed at society, but
we're neverquite sure why. He sings.
"Raised on words like 'punishment'
and 'g(xJ will get you If you don't do
what you're told Nuns turn children
into fearful right-hande- d little Ser-
vants of the Lord." I honestly thought
music had evolved beyond this point
sometime in the 1970s. Tired rants
against organized religion are the
making of bad songs, and especially
so when the musicianshipbehind them
isn't that good.
"Win You Back Suzanne" is even
worse. Here, Deasey sings in rhyme
and the results are hysterical: "The
sunlight hits me and I shiver I rub the
sleep out of my eyes I pull the
mailbox open And hope to find a
sweet surprise." I mean come on
now; better poetry has been written by
kindergartners. This, however, is the
mess that The Gathering Field has left
us with. .
See, this disaster is what occurs
when anyone tries to imitate the Gin
Blossoms. No one should mess with
perfection. The results are akin to a
musical Frankenstein Monster.
Scott Murphy,
- Master
Technician
262-MU- RF
Petone and
continued from page 8
He has also taught at Canisius Col-
lege, the State University of New
York at Buffalo. Villa Maria Col-
lege and the Community Music
School of Buffalo.
Perone has had numerous schol-
arly articles published in the United
States and overseas. His book,
Howard Hanson: A Bio-Bibliograp- hy,
was published by Greenwood
Press in 1 993. Green wood Press has
also published twoof his other hooks.
Music Anthologies for Analytical
Study: A Bibliography and Orches-
tration Theory: A Bibliography.
A 1980
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $ 10,000 Within Days !
Un roniiT. Urt Irm. Mfl PABFMT-SlCMF- D. Hfl SmtDfTY OfPTISIt!
Harris to play Scheide
mance, master ofarts degree in music
theory and his doctorate in music
theory from the State University of
New York at Buffalo.
Besides her role as the secretary-treasur- er
of the Ohio Association of
Music Schools, Harris is also a mem-
ber of the Ohio Music Education
Association, the American Guild of
Organists. Music Teachers National
Association. National Guild of Pi-
ano Teachers, the Organ Historical
Society, Alliance Music Study Club,
the MacDowell Club and the Board
of Directors for the Alliance Com-
munity Concerts Association.
Harris has been a professor of mu-
sic at Mount Union since 1986. She
has taught at Hiram and Christian
colleges, the University of Redlands
no credit bad credit no income?
Gund Arena and Dreaming
mixing of instrumental phrases were
pleasing to the ear. I considered
Soul Coughing "delightful foreplay"
to a wondenui night ot music.
They did not appeal to me (Aaron)
however, as it was the kind of rock-ra- p
mix that I detest. The vocals did
not impress me, nor did the instru-
mental work. But, if you like that
kind of thing, I supposes they were
good. Their'set Was rio( iGo long, so
I managed through it.
We both agreed that Dave
Matthews played an excellent set.
The lighting effects put Dave and
the boys in purple and green pyra-
mids of light. Strobes shot out into
the audience in time with the music.
The audience's lighters lent support
to the slow songs. Looking around
at all the single flames made us
realize something special was hap-
pening before us. People were unit-
ing under the love of good music.
We had floor seats. If any of you
have been to the Gund, you know
that floor seats are padded folding
chairs. Once the music began, ev-
eryone around us worked together,
much to the guards dismay, to re
i
i I want
100
Nunc
.
Address.
y3&i It
Signature
and the Hochstein School of Music.
Harris earned her associate of arts
degree in piano from Christian Col-
lege and her bachelor of music de-
gree in piano from the Eastman
School of Music. She received her
master of arts degree in piano and
music history from The Ohio State
University and her master of fine
arts degree in organ from the Uni-
versity of Iowa. In addition, she
earned her doctor of musical arts
degree in organ performance and
pedagogy from Iowa.
The performance, which is free
and open to the public, will begin at
7:30 p.m.
compiled with information from
News Sen-ice- s
move the chairs to give more room
for us to dance. They politely asked
us to put the chairs back, to which
Aaron replied "Sir, I can't there are
people there." We danced for at
least half of the two-ho- ur plus set
that Dave played.
We both had our favorites. Aaron,
being a long-tim-e Phish-fa- n, is into
any song that has a long, improvised
' jarrtThe playing of "Say Goodbye,"
a wildly seductive song, was
tuated by the excellent flutedrum
solo at the beginning by Leroi Moore
and Carter Beauford. The song "Lie
in our Graves," which features a
nice, long jam right smack-da- b in
the middle of the song, was also
excellent, with Matthews on guitar,
Boyd Tinsley on violin, and Moore
on sax. Gotta love the-impro- v. The
choice to play "Lover Lay Down,"
was also an excellent one, as we
enjoyed the soft, sultry sounds of
the guitar and sax.
Michele, more familiar with the
radio-aire- d tunes, was impressed by
the way they re-hash- ed the usual 2-min- ute
air wave tunes into 5-- 7
minute dance fests. A fan beyond
Credit Cards immediately.
GUARANTEED!
ilBtiifflWmi
State
Please look
for the next
issue of The
Wooher Voice
on October
18th, the
Friday of the
first full week
after Fall
Break.
radio, she found "Two Step" and
"Crash Into Me" to be some of the
best songs. The Dave Matthews band
is well known for their violinist. His
use of on-and-o- ff pizzicato com-
bined with broad double-stop- s lent
to a fine performance on his part.
The closer to the regular set, the
popular "Ants Marching," had ev-
erybody up on their feel. Then the
concert took its only turn for the
worse. The encore started with a
solo performance by Dave, playing
a poetrypop mix with too much
mumbling. Then the entire band
came on and played their rendition
of the well-cover- ed Bob Dylan tune
"All Along the Watchtower." The
song, not recognized by most of the
young crowd members, was not the
perfect end to the concert. The
energy level dropped quickly,
though Aaron loved it, just because
he believes that every band should
play a Dylan tune a set.
With sou venirT-shirt- s bought and
change for the train home in hand,
we left the concert with the feeling
that it was worth the wait, and we're
definitely going again.
Student Credit Services
P.O. Box 220645
Hollywood. FL 35022
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Homecoming
away from home
Relaxed meet soothes male harriers
DAVE WALKEMIORST
last Saturday's non-conlcrch- ce
meet at Ldinboro University was a
i.iilcoutolihcordinary lor Ihe usual
m N Ht meter t live mile I cross cnun-t- :
meet Instead ol running the
..n.il distance. Ldinboro and
V. Ki.vu--r ran a rcl.iv sly lc race, w ith
i h member il a three person
Jc.iiii running ihrcc rcpclitions ol
s'ni meters tapproxinialclv one
t'i i ie i
! lie Scots r.ucd three relay teams
'
.i"d Ldinboro raced two. The two
Tdinhoro teams finished first and
second. lollowcdby the Scots relav
team il Andrew Dawson '99. Josh
Baird 9X. and Willie Drcxlcr 97
(approximately nine miles in 45: IS).
The Seiis" second team of Ally n
Peterson 99. Roheri Buckley (X).
f
EARN EXTRA $$
428 BEALL AVE -- 264-8180
IS NOW HIRINC ENERGETIC. ENTHUSIASTIC. MOTIVATED
PEOPLE TO WORK IN A FAST PACED. PLEASANT.
FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT.
WE OFFFR FLEXIBLE HOURS TO BEST Fl I" YOUR CLASS
SCHEDC LE WE'RE OPEN 24 HOURS!
( PEMNGS BEGIN A T LP TO $6.00 PER HOUR HOWEVER
OUR POLICY IS TOP PAY FOR TOP PERFORMANCE.
WE OFFER DEEP MEAL DISCOUNTS TO FURTHER ASSISI
YOI K BUDGET
WE RE JUST DOWN THE HILL. SO IF NECESSARY YOU '
COI LD WALK TO WORK.
WITH THE VARIETY OF POSI
SURE TO FIND YOUR NICHE.
and Brendan McCahe "99 finished
in 47: IX. and the third of Scott
Grccnaway MX). Karl Rohillard '98.
and Aaron V'eith "99 finished in
49:29
'Hie conditions were less than ideal
for racing as n was raining, and
there were si.mding pudilles on the
hilly course Regardless the point
ol this meet was lor hoih teams to
run hard and to have a go. -- d lime.
Buth Ldinboro and Wtosicr
were creative when it came to hand-
ing oil to the next runner. Brendan
McCahe. '99 went so far as to slide
head first to tag Allyn Peterson "99
during one of the exchanges.
ITie Scots" harriers yet a hreak
from competition this weekend. The
next race w ill he the AIM )hioCham-pionship- s.
held at Ohio Wesleyan
University tin Friday, (ktobcr 1 1.
APPLY IN PERSON
WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!
DiinMil)mainmnHMMaUMi
EQLAL OPPORTL StTY EMPLOYER
Malone
halts Lady
Scots'
rampage
lukf: lim)bf:r(;
Alter vaulting into the limelight
last week, the Lady Scot volleyball
team was hoping to. keep their w in-
ning ways going this week. L'nloT-tunalcl- y.
the ladies only had one
match scheduled, a road game Tues-
day at Malone College. However,
first came the annual alumni game
Saturday at I imken Gymnasium.
Although the Ladies were anxious
to get on the road and continue their
winning streak, the alumni game
w as fun for not only the graduates of
the college, hut lor the Lady Scots
themselves.
Tuesday marked the Scots' return
1 to action, as they headed to Malone
! College for a 7 p.m. game. Every
year, the match between the two
schools seems to he closely con-
tested, and this year was no differ-
ent. Although the Scots had the ad-
vantage of coming off their best
week of the year, their streak was
not enough to stop Malone from
taking the match and ending the
Lady Scots" rally. In short. Wooster
came into the match riding a victory
OUXJ. UnibriunuxcJy. Mtltuie.iwa, I
prepared to ride out the storm, and it 1'
was apparent from the opening of i
the match that Malone was going to :
control the match's tempo.
As it is everv year, the match w as 1
close. As they have all year, Carrie i
Zuro '97. Jenny Schrocder "99. and !
Manama Whvte '97. provided the
I
on-coti- n leadership, while freshmen
I Trisha Wiles and Mandy Rcanck
! represented Ihe talented underclasv-- j
men. Basically. Malone gained the
j advantage with a strong front line
: and some impressive kills by their
'
upperclassmen. Die Scotscountered
;
with their superb defense, spear-- 1
headed by Zuro'sdigsand Rearick's
bltKrking display. Eventually how-
ever. Malone used the home court as
their springboard and outlasted the
Scots.
Although the loss was disappoint-
ing, the Scots find themselves in
striking distance of a solid season,
now posting a 6--1 1 record. It may
not seem that glamorous, but con- - i
sider this; they are 4-- 1 in their last
five matches and are in the middle
of their best stretch of the season.
League play is about to begin, and
the predominantly young team has
begun to come together at just the
right moment. The team believes
they are ready to challenge their
tough league schedule, and their re-
cent success has brought them con-
fidence. Look out, because the Scots
are on a tear!
Friday the Scots travel to Tiffin to
compete in the annua Tiffin Dragon
Tournament. Good Luck!
Singin' in the Rain
Lady Scots Cross Country runs in
style andfun despite a soggy meet
JULIE A. HECK
The women's cross country team
nearly traded in their spikes for flip-
pers last Saturday, as they splashed
their way through a dual meet at
Ldinboro University. Incessant rain
and icy. shin-dee- p water added an
interesting twist to an already un-
conventional cross country meet.
Instead of the usual 5K race, teams
of three ran in relay fashion, with
each runner racing the I5(M) meter
course twice.
This novel meet was the brain-
child of Coach Watts of Ldinboro.
the former coach of Wooster' s head
coach. Dennis Rice. The two
brought their teams together lor a
little friendly rivalry. Scots vs. Scots.
Wooster was no match for the
Ldinboro team, which is currently
ranked fifth in the nation in Division
II. but the weather was the true ad-
versary, and a spirit of fun pre vai led.
Homecoming hockey
i Continued from page 12
.lit,'! Innju. ji1i
last four games. On Wednesday the
team avoided any letdown that might
have occurred after Saturday's dra-
matic win w hen they cruised through
to a 3-- 1 victory against Slippery
Rock. Meg McLaughlin '98. Katie
Ewig 97 "and Marissa Moore "(X)
were the homeside scorers. Ewig
has taken up her season tally to ten
goals: she is now one of the leading
players on the NCAC. Moore now
has seven goals for this season, while
McLaughlin has three goals and four
assists. McLaughlin also leached a
landmark w hen she became the Lady
Scots all-ti- me assists leader.' She
now has 24 career assists and for
this achievement she was cited in
I 'SA Today. McLaughlin had ear-
lier assisted Harrison in scoring the
winning sudden death goal against
Football victory
Continued from page 12
liability for the team. "After we got
up. our program lacks the maturity
of a championship team," said
Barnes. He went on to say that a
better mental attitude is essential to
Scot football turning the corner.
Barnes did not seem overwhelmed
at the prospects of the second halfof
the season. With NCAC power-
houses Allegheny and Wittenberg
yet to come, there is much more this
team needs to be successful. He
Edinhoro had tworelay teams lake
the lead. The first Wooster team to
cross the finish puddle was led off
by Beth Huffman '99. with Ellen
Freeman '97 running the middle leg
and Molly Met 97 anchoring. Next
came a battle between Ldinboro's
third team and Wooster' s 2 team of
Sarah Antel '(HI. Julie Heck '97. and
Emily (iorka "l9 Gorka caught up
in the final meters to pull oil a tic.
Winning points tor sty ie was Beth
Shell 98. who finished her race
with a watery somersault. "It was
more of a swim meet than a cross
country race." she said. It was
fun." Shell teamed up with Alyssa
Morse '97 and Katie Pease (X). Also
braving the elements for a com-
mendable finish was the team of
Virginia Osgood '97. Heather
Rowell "98 and Denise Bertsch '99.
The Scots compete next at Ohio
Wesleyan University at the All Ohio
Championships next Friday.
Ohio Wesleyan
The Lady Scots are now among
m'c;!tt;coTrlcWdeV-sM"iii- ' this year's
NCAC crown. Their next game is at
Wittenberg on Oct. 5. In their pre-
vious meeting the Lady Scots made
a magnificent comeback from ()--3
down to win 4-- 3. Their confidence-i- s
sky high but they need to apply
themselves more than anything else.
Teamwork and discipline w ill once
again be the key to success." A lot
will depend on Ewig. Moore.
Harrison and McLaughlin. On Oc-
tober 6 the Lady Scots have another
crucial away game against DcPauw.
The outcome of these two games
will give a clear picture of the con-
tenders for the NCAC crown. Until
now the Lady Scots have been
among Ihe best teams this season,
but they have to show the level of
consistency necessary to be cham-
pions.
remains upbeat about the team's
chances to play well. "I don't think
our players expect to lose." If the
guys expect to lose, explained
Barnes, they will. If they play their
best, it should make for an exciting
second half of the season.
The Scots take a week off from
competition before returning to ac-
tion October 1 2 at Earlham. Allegh-
eny visits the next Saturday during
Parents Weekend.
Stats Courtesy News Services
Lady Scots soccer: eight in a row and more to go!
CHAUDRYISTIAQGHAFOOR
Gentle old folks from northern
England, crummy buggers that they
are, have a peculiar way of describ
Men's Soccer
continued from page 12
up to Tony Mohammed, who passed
it to Bhika Mojo. Mojo then put it
past Elliot. By this time, the Scots
were obviously frustrated; they took
out their aggression on the Kenyon
players, which resulted in a number
of flagrant fouls and yellow cards.
Wooster finally answered at 30:46
when Mike Sestili '99 scored on a
penalty kick. Kenyon's Mojo had a
flagrant foul in the box that resulted
in a yellow card and a penalty kick.
Sestili took a nice shot that beat the
diving Kenyon keeper. This goal
lightened the gap and prevented the
shut-ou- t, but Kenyon dominated for
the rest of the game.
Kenyon scored once again two
minutes after Wooster's goal. After
the ball was deflected wide.
Kenyon's Wayne Alberty took the
corner and served up a nice ball to
Phil Sculy who headed it in to put
Kenyon up 5-- 1.
Kenyon continued its precision
skills, but the Wooster defense held
them for 1 0 minutes until they scored
their sixth goal. Elliot was drawn
out and Kenyon's K. Kalufanyashot
it past him and it trickled in. For the
next twenty minutes, the game got
ugly. Kenyon had substituted most
of their starters ad vea the subs
shad good skills. Woosterfceptthem
scoreless until KenyonVTony
Mohammed scored his second goal
of the game with 1 :05 left.
This goal capped a 7-- 1 massacre
that the Scots won't soon' forget.
Kenyon dominated them and played
more than 75 percent of the game in
Kenyon'soffensive third of the field.
The Lords outshot the Scots 28-- 3
and had countless corner kicks on
which they capitalized-- . Believe it
or not, Elliot's goal keeping was
quite impressive and if it weren't for
some tremendous saves, Kenyon
could have scored in the double dig-
its. Games such as this one are
games that teams just have to learn
from and move on to the next game.
The Scots tried to put the haunt-
ing memory of the Kenyon game
behind them as they faced offagainst
Tiffin on Wednesday. Wooster fol-
lowed its unfortunate pattern of scor-
ing first and then-losin- g. In this
case, the Scots lost another over-
time heartbreaker 2-- 1 in a game that
they should have won.
After almost fifteen minutes of
even play, Wooster's Travis Nieman
'98 put Wooster on the scoreboard
at the 32:44 mark. Nieman took an
errant pass and dribbled it on the
right side of the middle. He un-
leashed a monstrous shot from the
ing their appreciation for a pastime
which they follow religiously: "Aye,
I sure go' me bob's worth o'
foo'ball..." Most American's
would recognize it as "getting to
top of the 1 8 yard box into the upper
right corner to put Wooster up 1 --0,
where they would stay until deep
into the second half.
After the goal, Wooster played
inconsistently. At times, they played
strongly with good passing and
movement. However, at other times,
they appeared to be flat-foot- ed and
did not really hustle after the ball.
Thus, Tiffin controlled the ball more
frequently, creating a number of
opportunities managed to repel by
the Wooster defense.
In the beginning of the second
half. Tiffin came out very strong
and increased the physical play. The
referee quickly lost control of the
game, and it resulted in some ugly
fouls. Many Tiffin players seemed
to be taking dives to get calls. Tiffin
controlled the ball well and if not for
the superb goal keeping of Matt
Patsch 99, they would have scored
earlier. Patsch's aggressive style
kept Wooster in the game since they
lost control of the midfield early in
the second half.
After a good scoring attempt by
Wooster, Tiffin cleared it quickly
and rushed up the right side. Ville
Karppinen beat Bill Hubbard '97
and crossed the ball on the ground.
Tiffin's Dean Joseph fslid in and
redirected the ball past ihe diving i
Patsch to tie the game with --16:28
left in the game. Despite several
attempts, neither team could score
the go-ahe- ad goal during regula-
tion, so the game went into over-
time.
The game-winnin- g goal was
scored off a Tiffin free kick at 2:28.
Patsch's aggressive style got the
better of him and led to Tiffin's
goal. Patsch took a goal kick and his
low kick bounced off the Tiffin cover
man. Patsch came out and blocked
the ball with his hands, but he did
this right outside the box. This set
up a Tiffin free kick that Richard
Birkin look. Birkin lifted a beauti-
ful cross that was headed home by
their huge sweeper, Romeo Taylor.
This put Tiffin up 2-- 1 , and the Tiffin
defense held true for the win.
With the two losses this week,
Wooster dropped to 2-- 6. Goach
Graham Ford has some work to do
in order to get Wooster back on the
winning track.. They are on the road
against conference opponents for
their next twogames, facing Earlham
on Saturday and Allegheny on Tues-
day.
Thanks to Jamie Collins, Damon
Rossi, and Stacy Zimmerman for
their contibutions.
Stats Courtesy News Senices
watch one's money's worth of soc
cer." On two occassions this past
week the Wooster women's squad
surely gave us our "bob's" worth of
soccer, not that we'd paid any... but
still.
On September 26, the Lady Scots
hosted Oberlin at Carl Dale Memo-
rial Field and sent them packing 3-- 0.
The Ladies went into that match
with a 6--1 record and sky-hig- h mo-
rale; as soon as the game kicked off
they piled it onto Oberlin who never
did recover from that initial on-
slaught. The Lady Scots played in
the style they know best: a passing
and moving game with the purpose
tof swamping the opposition's
midfield.
As in the last matches, Annie
Gillespie '98 entertained the home
crowd with her unrelenting forages
into the Oberlin box. She played, as
always, with a vigour and enthusi-
asm that epitomizes 'Scot Spirit',
this is the sort of thing that may
inspire a whole team to higher lev-
els of performance.
Another player in whom this blaz-
ing passion is obvious is sophomore
Greer Spicer who has combined with
co-capta- ins Kelly James 97, Jillian
Matheson. '97, and Laura Snow '98
for a rock-soli- d defence throughout
this season. With an in-your-f- ace'
attitude and a no-nonsen- se approach
to the game, Spicer is one plucky
defender to be reckoned with.
As has happened on so many oc-
casions, Wooster totally dominated
the game but was unable to find the
back of the net For the sake of those
Name.
This multi-talente- d individual, with
hertrademark 'rocket-shot- ', has just
one problem for some reason or
other, she does not want to play as
centre-forwar- d and appears more
comfortable in hanging back as an
attacking central-midfielde- r. Thus,
it was Gillespie who appeared to be
the most dangerous forward in the
first half and always looked like
scoring before she was substituted
15 minutes before half-tim- e.
The interval gave the Lady Scots
a chance to rejuvenate themselves
and they came right back in im-
peccable style. Only 15 minutes in,
Chaya Cashin '99 drove home a
pass from Melissa Eging '98 to set
the scoreboard ticking. Four min-
utes later Koishor cracked in the
second, and then with only 6 min-
utes remaining in the match, Megan
Mueller '99 sealed it with a spec-
tacular 25-yar- d lob that found the
Oberlin keeper flat-foote- d. It was a
perfectly executed finish to a bril-
liantly played match and left the home
crowd ecstatic for more of the same.
They got it on Homecoming Day
when the Lady Scots played arch-riva- ls
Kenyon; again at home. For
those of us watching from the stand,
it was a delightful extension of the
display against Oberlin. Wooster got
off to a flying start and, judging
from the fury of their attacks, it
seemed very likely that weTnay be
in for a basketball score. Instead we
were frustrated yet again by the con-
sistently poor finishing tfiat hascome
to characterize Scot soccer, both
men's and women's. Even though
skepUcalc.adluck'he raainTea-- i Jhe Ladies nghtly .deserve all .jm
sons fortius shortcoming xan be' credHlwscorimjZSgosasagaiKst.
cited as a) failure o convert te,
opportunities available and, more
importantly, (b) simply not creating
enough 'available opportunities'.
The Lady Scots' no-fril- ls passing
game inherently requires the ser-
vices of a traditional up-and-- out
centre-forwar- d. In this department.
Coach David Brown has been be-
stowed a gem in the form of top-scori- ng
freshman. Becky Koishor.
of dazzling brilliance arc often tem-
pered by a mild complacency to
abandon that goal-hungr- y demeanor
so vital to a centre-forwar- d. Need-
less to say, her goals-per-ga- me av-
erage of 0.8 is very impressive,
which makes it all the more difficult
for Brown to consider resettling her
somewhere else. And anyway, the
only other viable replacement would
have to be left-wing- er Cashin, who
is just too good at her present job to
risk switching her.
Even though Wooster was on top,
Kenyon surprisingly scored first just
14 minutes into the match. But it
took only four minutes for Gillespie
to come up with an answer - she
headed a cross from the right into
the fumbling hands of the keeper.
Unable to hold onto the ball, it was
dropped at Koishor's feet, who rolled
it back for Gillespie to place into the
unmanned goal.
Ninety minutes of play produced
no further goals so the match was
taken into overtime. Halfway
through the first period of overtime
Koishor found the net with one of
her characteristic cutely-time- d thun-
derbolts. The final score read 2-- 1 to
Wooster but the stats said much
more than that: Kenyon was re-
stricted to only 7 shots on goal com-
pared to Wooster's staggering 35.
Again the Lady Scot defense had
doneitserf and its college proud
while the midfield and forward lines
had been as good as ever.
The Ladies now have a record of
8-- 1, including an NCAC record of
2-- 0. Should they manage to win the
next foor matches aswtjl, they jH
eqiaa the Conegeeciid of T2 rtfia--
oHyfoaFconceded tWj$jon.(6e' secutive vfctoriestin the mewy
have been times when oriehas won- - rable season of '94 --When Wooster
dered where they would be if only was conference champions,
thev had a 'fiehtine' forward. But before all that there is thej j w
Gillespie, the highest scorer in
the 1994 season, seems to possess
that touch but she has invariably
been relegated to play as right-o- ut
this season. Koishor, on the other
hand, is a character of fluctuating
fortunes her inspirational bursts
Michigan at Northwestern
Tennessee vs Ole Miss at Memphis
Virginia at Georgia Tech
North Carolina at Wake Forest
Stanford at Washington
Boston College at West Virginia
Oklahoma State at Texas
Utah at UTEP
daunting prospect of three away
games at Ohio Wesleyan (Oct. 2),
Hollins (Oct. 5). and Washington &
Lee (Oct. 6). Here's to a packed
week for the College of Wooster's
No.l sports team!
Stats Courtesy News Services
. Beat the Experts Week Five
Game of the Week
Penn State at Ohio State Pittsburgh at Kansas City
Other Games
Nebraska at Kansas State Atlanta at Detroit
Carolina at Minnesota
San Francisco at St. Louis
Green Bay at Chicago
San Diego at Denver
New England at Baltimore
Indianapolis at Buffalo
Oakland at NY Jets
Seattle at Miami
Tie Breaker:
Number of points scored in Ohio State-Pen- n State Game.
Box No. Ext.
Please submit to the Voice box in Lowry ore-ma- il to ko99jwI3 by Saturday 12 noon
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Scots devour Spartans for Homecoming feast
Defense shuts down Case offense; longest winnings streak since '87
AMES W. ROLLER
Rich Judd "99 passed for a touch-ow- n
and ran tor another as the
Vooster Fightin" Scots tipped Case
Vesiern Reserve University 21-- 7
usl Saturday. The win marked the
icois" second straight Homecom-n- g
victory after a decade long
Irought. More importantly the Scots
von iheir third straight game for the
irst time since 19X7 to improve to
"-
-1 (2-- 0 NCAC) for the season.
Coming off a 4 1 -- 1 2 thrashing of
Xnison the Scots were ready to
mpress the 27(X) plus fans who
rekked to John P. Papp Memorial
Stadium. However the Spartans
ere not willing to he easy fodder
or Wooster as they held them at bay '
or most of the first quarter. On both
if the Scots' first two drives they
:ould only manage a three and out,
.ompiling 12 yards and one inter-;eptio- n.
But the Scots went to work
with 6: 1 3 remaining in the first quar-
ter. Taking the ball from their own.
20-yar- d line, Wooster moved the
ball on the ground with Brock
Wan less '00 and through the air
with Judd. After a 23 yard pass
completion from Judd to Brandon
Good '99, the Scots' drive appeared
to stall when they were called for
illegal motion on 4th and I from the
Case 43 yard line. On came the punt
formation for Wooster. However,
Scot Head Coach Jim Barnes went
into the bag of tricks when Mike
Murray '99took the snapand passed
Hockey a Hurrah!
SYED WASI HASSAN
The Lady Scots gave the Wooster
community the perfect Homecom-
ing present on Saturday when they
beat arch rival Ohio Weslcyan in a
game w hich w ill be remembered for
years to come. In their very next
game the Lady Scots crushed Slip-
pery Rock 3-- 1 . Wooster's overall
record for the 1 996 season is now 8-- 3.
while its NCAC record has im-
proved to 4-- 2. Only Kenyon.
Houghton and Dcnison have man-
aged to subdue the Lady Scots.
WtMstcr took full advantage of
home turf tosnatch victory from the
Battling Bishops on Saturday. It
was the second successive time the
Lady Scots went into overtime (the
first time was against Dcnison on
Sept. 25 the Lady Scots lost this
away game 0-- 1 ). -
Sarah Harrison "98 w as the star of
the game against Ohio Wesleyan. as
she scored on both occasions for the
Lady Scots. Harrison was in impec-
cable form according to Coach
Brenda Mecsc. She delighted the
instead to a wide open Good for 1 3
yards and-- a first down. Seven plays
later Judd found Kelly McFarland
'00 from two yards out for a Scot
1 A
Rich Judd '99 was in top form in
Touchdown. Will Schober 00
knocked in the extra point for a 7-- 0
Wooster advantage.
Later in the second quarter the
Scots made perhaps the biggest
crowd with her graceful stick work
and baffled the Bishop defense suc-
cessfully on two occasions.
Due to her superb performance,
she won laurels for the NCAC Player
of the Week. The two teams ended
with a goal each at the end of normal
game time, but in sudden death
Harrison made the team and the
entire community proud.
The first goal came from the Bish-
ops and until the end of the first half,
that the Lady Scots played under
pressure. The second-hal- f tussle
between Wooster trying to score the
equalicrand Ohio Wesleyan trying
to double their lead was worth watch-
ing. The home crowd loved it when
they saw their team emerge trium-
phant. One spectator added after the
match even though I was not play-
ing out there I could feel the excite-
ment . I was just so into the game."
The well-deserv- ed victory
boosted the confidence of the Lady
Scots, who had lost three of their
please see HOMECOMING
HOCKEY, page 10
single defensive play of the year so
far. After Case intercepted a pass
from backup quarterback Sean
Malone '99, they headed for the
Saturday's 21-- 7 Homecoming victory
endzone. Spartan quarterback Nick
Leskiewicz spotted an open receiver
in the endzone and threw the ball for
the game tying score. However,
Murray read the play, stepped in
Lords' divine
Homecoming defeat
JOE ALLEN
Heartbreak and frustration have
characterized the men's soccer
team's 1996 season. The Fighting
Scots were humiliated 7-- 1 on Satur-
day before the large Homecoming
crowd and then lost a 2-- 1 overtime
heartbreaker to Tiffin on Wednes-
day. These two losses have dropped
the Scots to 2-- 6 for the season and
the prospects look bleak for any
post-seaso- n play this year.
The Lords of Kenyon owned the
Scots as if by divine-rig- ht last Satur-
day . The. Lords came into the match
with a 7-- 1 record and high hopes for
post-seas- on tournament success.
From the onset, Kenyon showed the
Scots how to play high-qualit-y soc-
cer with superior touches on the ball
and superb passing. Wooster, on
the other hand, appeared to be on the
defensive constantly and, at times,
flat-foote- d.
Two different game philosophies
collided in this match. Kenyon
wanted the precision and finesse
front of the ball and took the ball 99
yards for Scot Touchdown. From
being on the verge of a tie ballgame
heading into the locker room.
photo by Eric Bakken
over Case Western.
Wooster now held a 14-4- ) lead,
The nail in the coffin fortheSpar- -
tans came early in the third quarter
when Judd could not find an open
player so he headed for the Scots'
inspiration tops Scot "D
demoralizes men 's soccer
characteristic of quality teams
whereas Wooster played the long
ball and tried to win the physical
game. As is usually the case, the
match was won by superior ball-handli- ng
skills which is the primary
reason for Kenyon's romp.
Wooster kept Kenyon scoreless
for most of the first half. Although
Kenyon completely dominated the
half. Wooster prevented them from
scoring. The Scots got a break at
17:50 when an apparent Kenyon
goal was called back.
On a nice cross. Wooster goal-
keeper Paul Elliot '97 was crashed
in the box while making a save. In
the confusion after the foul, the ball
found its way into the net. How-
ever, the referee disallowed the goal
and the game continued to be score-
less.
Kenyon got on the board with"
2:30 left in the first half. After
constant offensive presence in their
offensive third of the field, Kenyon's
Isaac Gowsn finally put the ball past
Elliot after he made some valiant
sideline. When no Spartans came to
meet Judd. he continued on for a 35
yard Scot Touchdown. Schober's
sure-foote- d PAT fattened the lead
to 21-- 0.
Turnovers plagued the Scots as
Wanless fumbled on the Scots next
series, setting up the lone Spartan
score, a 9-ya- rd pass from Leskiewicz
to David Wooley. The fourth quar-
ter was not an efficient one as the
Scots failed to hammer away the
victory, allowing the Spartans to
drive deep into their territory, only
to have the drive end on downs at
theWooster 19-ya- rd line.
The standouts of Homecoming
96 included an impressive defense.
In addition to Murray's intercep-
tion, the line stepped up to put the
hurt on the Spartans. Keathun Gale
'00 led the team with 10 tackles,
including five solos. Four Scots
were credited with sacks as Gale,
Tony Klonowski 00, Jason Legg
'98 and Mike Noble '98 sent Spar-
tan quarterbacks to the ground.
Coach Barnes felt that the Scot de-
fense has had two really good weeks
and believes that is where consis-
tency lies.
Offensively there isroom for con-
cern as the Scots turned the ball over
three times, including once that led
to the Spartan score. Barnes sees a
lack of killer instinct as a potential
please see FOOTBALL
VICTORY,
page 10
saves. This put Kenyon up 1- -0
which is the lead they brought into
half-tim- e.
Not content with their one goal
lead. Kenyon exploded for 6 second
half goals and simply embarrassed
the Scots in front of the home crowd.
They scored their second goal six
minutes into the second half. The
Kenyon defense cleared the ball and
they rushed up the field. Tony
Mohammed scored the unassisted
goal off the left post and put the
Lords up 2-- 0.
Kenyon scored a scant three min-
utes later. Mohammed plagued the
Wooster defense all afternoon and
contributed an assist on the third
goal. After some good passing, the
ball went to Mohammed, who
crossed a beautiful ball that Kclsey
Olds headed in to increase the the
Lords' lead to 3-- 0.
The slaughtercontinued five min-
utes later when Kenyon scored again
to go up 4-- 0. The midfield passed it
please see SOCCER, page 1 1
